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Orcadas Station. The French oceanographe'r, Jean Charcot
was briefly married to the granddaughter of the novelist Vic
tor Hugo (hence the island's name), who later divorced him
for "dissertion" while he was on an extended antarctic expedi
tion. Charcot was among the first to explore and map much of
the LTER region from Anvers Island south to Marguerite Bay
(his second wife was Marguerite!), most notably aboard the
Pourquoi Pas?.
In the design of our sediment trap experiment, we
endeavored to select a region free from steep topographic
relief to ensure the reference depths for each of the three
traps would be similar. This is a critical criterion because it is
well known that particle flux is dependent upon water col
umn depth (Suess 1980; Pace et al. 1987). We only partially
achieved this goal during our first deployment period (table).
All three moorings were deployed on 6 November 1992 by sci
entists aboard the R/V Polar Duke and were successfully
recovered on 7 April 1993 by scientists aboard the R/V
Nathaniel B. Palmer. Each sample cup corresponded to a col
lection period of 6.71 days. Following recovery, the formalinpreserved samples (1 percent final concentration) were sealed
and shipped to our laboratories at the University of Hawaii for
analysis of total mass; particulate carbon, nitrogen, phospho
rus, and silica; and dissolved nutrients, including opal; and
for microscopic analysis, including bacteria, phytoplankton,
and biogenic aggregates. To date, only the mass determina
tions, reported here, have been completed.
Our particle flux results from the three separate sediment
trap moorings display coherence in selected, broad features
but also reveal significant differences in the details of the
time-series data set (figure 2). For example, all documented a
springtime export pulse with peak mass fluxes of 1.41, 1.31
and 0.86 grams per square meter per day (g m~2 d_1) for
moorings A, B, and C, respectively. By 1 January 1993, the
mass fluxes recorded by all three traps had decreased to less
than 5 percent of the spring bloom maxima suggesting that
particle production in these waters had also decreased sub
stantially. Furthermore, these results imply that the "growing
season" is fairly short in these waters despite ample light and
inorganic nutrients.

Among the major differences observed over this limited
geographical region were the following:
• variable total integrated springtime mass exports (20.7,
21.9, and 16.1 mg m-2 for traps A, B, and C, respectively, for
the 27-day period from 7 November to 4 December 1992),
• dramatic mass flux decreases for traps A and C, compared
to the more gradual decrease at site B, and
• evidence for a "fall bloom" at site B.
At this point in our analyses, it is too early to speculate on
the potential cause or causes for these fundamental differ
ences. Nevertheless, it is sobering to reflect on the variability
that was observed among these "replicate" experiments
deployed over spatial scales of only tens of kilometers. Until
we confirm the reproducibility of replicate sediment traps, we
cannot comment on the ecological implication of our implied
habitat or process variations over relatively small spatial
scales (tens of kilometers). Consequently, during phase two of
this study (1993-1994), we positioned two separate trap
moorings at site A within approximately 200 m of each other
to assess the true reproducibility in the measurement of parti
cle flux for this study area.
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Palmer LTER sediment trap array positions and deploy
ment depths. All traps were deployed on 6 November
1992 and recovered on 7April 1993.
Deployment
position

Andersson 64°30.2'S
'*)
66°01.7'W
Bruce
1)

64°43.7'S
6 6 ' 11 . 0 ' W

Charcot

64°44.1'S
65°51.2'W
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Figure 2. Time-series of mass fluxes (expressed in milligrams of total
mass per square meter per day) for three sediment trap moorings
located near Hugo Island (see table for exact coordinates). Each event
was equivalent to a collection period of 6.71 days.
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